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Abstract 
In the existing evidential networks with belief 
functions, the relations among the variables are 
always represented by joint belief functions on 
the product space of the involved variables. In 
this paper, we use conditional belief functions to 
represent such relations in the network and show 
some relations of these two kinds of 
representations. We also present a propagation 
algorithm for such networks. By analyzing the 
properties of some special evidential networks 
with conditional belief functions, we show that 
the reasoning process can be simplified in such 
kinds of networks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Network-based approaches have been widely used for 
knowledge representation and reasoning with uncertainties. 
Bayesian networks (Pearl 1988) and valuation network 
(Shenoy 1992) are two well-known frameworks for the 
graphical representations. Bayesian networks are 
implemented for the probabilistic inference, while 
valuation networks can represent several uncert ainty 
formalisms in a unified framework. Graphically, a 
Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, a valuation 
network is a hypergragh. Nodes in the networks represent 
random variables where each variable is associated with a 
finite set of all its possible values called its frame. In a 
Bayesian network, arcs rep resent the relations among the 
variables in the form of conditional probabilities, in a 
valuation network, such relations are represented in the 
forms of joint valuations on the product space of the 
involved variables. For the case of belief functions, such 
valuations are the joint belief functions. Recently, Cano 
et al. (1993) have presented an axiomatic system for 
propagating uncertainty (including belief functions) in 
Pearl's Bayesian network, based on Shafer-Shenoy's 
axiomatic framework (Shafer and Shenoy 1988, Shenoy 
and Shafer 1990). But the belief functions for representing 
relations of the variables in their system are still 
represented on the product space. Smets (1993) has 
generalized the Bayes' Theorem for the case of belief 
functions and presented the Disjunctive Rules of 
Combination for two distinct pieces of evidence, which 
makes it possible for representing knowledge and 
reasoning in evidential network in the form of conditional 
belief functions. In this paper, we show that any joint 
belief function representing conditional relations can 
always be represented by a form of conditional belief 
functions. We then present a propagation scheme for more 
complicated cases of evidential networks proposed by 
Smets (1993). Specifically , we show that the reasoning 
process can be simplified in some special cases. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, 
we briefly review belief functions and their rules of 
combination, both conjunctive and disjunctive; In section 
3, we show the relations between the joint belief 
functions and conditional belief functions which represent 
the same knowledge; In section 4, we first introduce the 
evidential network with conditional belief functions, next 
we present a propagation scheme for it, finally we analyze 
the properties of some special network and show how to 
simplify the computation in such networks; Finally in 
section 5, we give some conclusions. 
2. BELIEF FUNCTIONS AND 
THEIR RULES OF COMBINATIONS 
In this section, we briefly review the concept of belief 
functions (Shafer 1976, Smets 1988), and summarize the 
conditioning and combination rules for belief functions. 
More details can be found in (Smets 1990, 1993). 
Definition 1: Let Q be a finite non-empty set called 
the frame of discernment (the frame for short). The 
mapping bel: 2n� [0, 1] is an (unnormalized) belief 
function iff there exists a basic belief assignment (bba) 
m: 2n�[O, 1] such that: 
I, m(A)=l, bel(A) = I, m(B), and bel(0)=0. 
Ac;;;Q Bc;;;A,B;t0 
A vacuous belief function is a belief function such that 
m(Q)= 1 and m(A)=O for all A;iil. 
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For a given belief function, we can define a plausibility 
function pl: 20---t [0, 1] and a commonality function 
q:2n--)[0, 1] as follow� for A�n. A-:�- 0, 
pl(A) = bel(Q) - bel(A) and pl(0) = 0 
q(A)=I.(m(B) I Ac;:Bdl} 
where A is the complement of A relative to n. 
Definition 2: Let bel be our belief about the frame n. 
Suppose we learn At;;;;O is false. The resulting conditional 
belief function bel(.IA)1 (bel(BIA) can be read as the belief 
of B given A) is obtained through the unnormalized rule 
of conditioning: for B�O. 
m(BIA)::: I, m(BuX )  if Bt;;;;At;;;;O 
Xt;;;;A 
= 0 otherwise 
Definition 3: Consider two distinct pieces of evidence 
on n represented by belief functions bell and bel2. The 
belief function bel12 that quantifies the combined impact 
of these two pieces of evidence is obtained through the 
conjunctive rule of combination. We use 0 to represent 
the conjunctive combination operator. V Ad), 
m12(A)= ) m 1 (B)m2(C). (1) A=1r'nc 
It can also be represented as: 
ffil2(A) = L mt(A IB)m2(B) 
B�n 
(2) 
Definition 4: Consider two distinct pieces of evidence 
on Q represented by belief functions belt and bel2. The 
belief function bel12 induced by the disjunction of these 
two pieces of evidence is obtained through the disjunctive 
rule of combination (Dubois and Prade 1986). We use0 
to represent the disjunctive combination operator. V At;;;;O, 
m12(A)= 
A
=�ucml(B)m2(C) (3) 
Since m, bel, pi and q are in one-to-one correspondence 
with each other, the above rules can also be represented by 
using any of these functions. In this paper, we only give 
the formulas which will be used in the later computation. 
Note that all the definitions above arc for the non­
normalized case. As for the case of normalized belief 
functions, which means m(0)=0, the normalization factor 
K=1-m(0) should be considered in those rules, and the 
conditioning rule and the conjunctive combination rule 
tum out to be Dempster's rule of conditioning and of 
combination, (unnormalized) bel(AIB) turns out to be 
(normalized) bel(AIB) and 0 be E9 (Shafer 1976, Smets 
1993). 0 doesn't have a counterpart in Shafer's 
presentation. 
Let's consider two spaces e and X, we use belx(.19) to 
represent the belief function induced on the space X given 
9 t;;;;EJ. Suppose all we know about X is initially 
represented by the set (belx(.19i): 9iE e}. We only know 
the beliefs on X when we know which element of 8 
1 We use "I" in place of "I" to enhance the non-normalization of our 
conditioning. 
holds. We do not know the belief on X when we only 
know that the prevailing element of e belongs to a given 
subset e of e. Under the requirement that the two pieces 
of evidence by which our belief function is induced are 
distinct and that the general likelihood principle is 
satisfied, Smets (1978, 1993) has derived the Disjunctive 
Rule of Combination (DRC) to build belx(.i9) on X for 
any 9t;;;;e and the Generalized Bayesian Theorem (GBT) to 
build bele(.lx) on e for any x�X. 
Theorem 1: the Disjunctive Rule of Combination: 
ve�e. Vxt;;;;X, 
mx(xle) = L n mx( Xilei) (4.1) 
u Xi= x i:Bjee 
i:tl;ee 
plx(xl9) = 1 -n ( 1 - plx(x19i)) (4.2) 
6je9 
Theorem 2: the Generalized Bayesian Theorem: 
V9t;;;;e, \ixt;;;;X, 
ple(91x) = 1 -IJ (l - plx(x19i)) (5) 
9jE9 
Now suppose there exists some a priori belief bela over 
e. By using Theorem 1 and 2, we can compute bel on X 
given belo and {belx(.l9i): 9iE 9): 
Theorem 3: Suppose there exists some a priori belief 
belo over 8 distinct from the belief induced by the set of 
conditional belief functions belx(.19i): 9iE 9, then Vxt;;;;X, 
plx(x) = L, mo(9)plx(xl9) 
a�e 
= L,mo(9) (1- rr(l- plx (x19i) )  (6) 
ece eiea 
3. KNOWLEDGE REPRES ENTATION 
USING BELIEF FUNCTIONS 
Let U= (X 1, .. . , Xn} be a set of variables where each Xi 
has its frame E>xr Let A and B be two disjoint subsets of 
U, their frames are the product space of the frames of the 
variables they include. According to the notation of the 
previous section, a conditional belief function for B given 
A can be represented by bele8(.19) (bel8(.19) for short) 
where 9t;;;;8A, which means that we know the belief about 
B given the truth value of A is in e. In a valuation 
network, the same relationship between A and B is defmed 
in a joint form on the space e A X 8s ce AuB or Ax B for 
short). Look at the following example: 
Example 1: Let A and B be two variables with frames 
E>A=(a, -a} and 9s={b, -b) respectively. To represent a 
relation between A and B such as: if A=a then B=b with 
m=0.9, by a belief function in joint form, the rule is 
represented by a belief function on the space e= { (a, b) (a, 
-b) (-a, b) (-a, -b)), with masses: 0.9 on the subset {(a, 
b) (-a, b) (-a, -b)), and 0.1 on e. while by a belief 
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function in a conditional form, it is represented as: 
m({b}la)=.9, m(eBia)=.l; m(e B I-a)= l . It can be 
represented by the following table: 
Table 1: a Belief Function in a Conditional Form 
a -a 
0.9 
0.1 
0 
1 
Obviously, the latter representation is more "natural" and 
"easy" for the user to provide and to understand. Generally, 
given two disjoint subsets X,Y�U. to represent a 
conditional belief function for Y given X, by a joint form, 
it needs 21®x1" IElyl elements in the worst case , while by a 
conditional form, it only needs 219x1+18Y1 elements in the 
worst case. 
Cano et al.(1993) has presented an axiomatic framework 
in directed acyclic networks which can propagate belief 
functions in the networks, and has given a definition for a 
non-informative belief function2 in such framework 
represented by belief functions on the product space of two 
disjoint subsets. Shenoy (1993) has also shown the 
property of such belief functions in a valuation network. 
Let's first look at the concepts of projection, extension 
and marginalization: 
Definition 6: Projection of configurations simply 
means dropping the extra coordinates. If X and Y are sets 
of variables, Y �X, and Xi is an element of ex, then let 
Xi .I. Y denote the projection of Xi to ey. Xi J. Y is an element 
of e y. If X is a non-empty subset of eX, then the 
pr1_ection of x to Y, denoted by xJ. Y, is obtained by 
x.l. ={xi.I.Y I XiE x}. If y is a subset of e y, then the 
extension of y to X, denoted by y i X, is yx 9x_ y (It is 
also called the cylinder set extension of y into X). 
Definition 7: Suppose m is a bba on X and suppose 
Y!:X!:U, Y;t0. The marginal of m for Y denoted by 
m.l. Y, is a bba on Y defined by m.l. Y(y)=I{m(x)lx!.:E>x, 
x.l. Y=y } for all subsets y of 8v. 
Definition 8: Given two disjoint subsets X,Y\::U in 
the framework of Cano et a!. (1993), let bel be a belief 
function defined on the space 8xvY· It is said that bel is a 
non-informative belief function over X iff beJ.I.X is a 
vacuous belief function over X. 
Intuitively, the belief function in definition 8 gives some 
information about variables in Y and their relationship 
with variables in X, but no information about X. This 
property is easy to verify when the belief is represented by 
a conditional form. 
Lemma 1: bely(.ix): X\::8X is non-informative over X 
iff bely(. i x) is a normalized belief function for each 
2 Note that Shenoy (1993) and Cano et al. (1993) called this belief 
function "conditional belief function". We change the name to avoid 
confusion with the classical meaning of "conditional belief function". 
xcex. i.e., the representation bely(.lx): x\::eX is such a 
non-informative belief function over X. 
Moreover, we can find that if a belief function bel defined 
on the space 8xvY gives information only on the 
relationship of X and Y, but no information about either 
X or Y, then belJ.x and beJJ.Y are both vacuous on X and 
Y respectively. That is to say, bel can be non-informative 
over either X or Y. The followings give the verification 
for the belief functions in the conditional form: 
Lemma 2: Let bely(.lx), X\::8X be a conditional belief 
function for Y given X. It is non-informative over Y iff 
bely(. lex) is a vacuous belief function on Y. 
Lemma 3: If we only know the conditional belief 
function as bely(.l9j), 9iE EJx, then it is non-informative 
over Y iff for each ycey, 3 9 iE ex, such that 
bely(yl90=0. 
In the following, we wiii show some relations between 
the belief functions represented in conditional form and in 
joint form. By using the rules of conditioning, every joint 
belief function can be transformed to a conditional form, 
but not every belief function in a conditional form can be 
transformed to a joint belief function. We say those that 
can not be transformed to joint beliefs are invalid. If it can 
be transformed, the joim form is not always unique. 
Smets (1993) has shown that when a conditional belief 
function is represented by (bely(.i9i): eiE 8x}, we can 
always construct the joint belief from it. 
Lemma 4: Let X and Y be two disjoint subsets of U. 
mxxY be a belief function on the product space XxY, 
representing a conditional belief function for Y given X. 
Then its conditional form my(.lx): X69x is obtained by: 
my(y lx) = L mxxy(S) (7) 
so;;;;ey 
(Sr'lxl(XvY))'IY=y 
Lemma S: If a belief function in a conditional form 
bely(.lx): X\::6x can be transferred to a joint belief, then it 
should satisfy ply(ylx l )�ply(ylx2) if x1 \::Xz\::8x. 
Proof: ply(y lx I );:;plxxy(y i XvYix 1 t XvY)= 
plxxv(Y i XvY nx 1 i XvY) 
.:;plxxy{ytXvY11x2rxvY) = plxxy(yiXvYix2iXvY) 
=ply(ylx2). QED 
Example 2: Let A and B be two variables with frames 
8A={a, -a} and 8B={b, -b) respectively. Let e = (ab, 
a-b, -ab, :.a-b} be shortly denoted by { 1, 2, 3, 4}, then 
subset {ab, a-b} can be denoted by 12, for example. 
Consider a belief function bel1 on 8: m(14)=m(23)=0.1, 
m(123)=m(l24)=m(l34)=m(234)=0.1 and m(I234);:;0.4, 
by applying lemma 4, we have its corresponding 
conditional belief function for B given A shown in 
table2.a; However, for another belief function on 6: 
m(23)=0.2, m(l34)=m(l24)=0.2 and m(1234)=0.4, its 
corresponding conditional form by applying lemma 4 is 
shown in Table 2.b. Comparing the two tables, we can 
find, therefore, that two different joint belief function 
might be transferred to the same conditional form. 
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Table 2.a: Belief Function in Conditional Form for bell 
a -a E>A 
b m (14)+m(134) m(23)+m(l23) 0 
=.1+.1=.2 =.1+.1=.2 
-b m (23)+m(234) m( 14 )+m(124) 0 
=.1+.1=.2 =.1+.1=.2 
m(123)+m(124) m(l34)+m(234) m(14)+m(23)+m(123) 
� +m(1234)"" +m(l234) = +m(124)+m(134)+ 
.1+.1+.4=.6 .1+.1+.4=.6 m(234)+m(1234)==1 
Table 2 .b: Belief Function in Conditional Form for bel2 
a 
b m(134) = .2 
-b m(23) = .2 
-a 
m(23) =.2 
m(124) =.2 
0 
0 
E>s m(124)+m(1234) m(134)+m(l234) m(23)+m(124)+ 
=.2+.4 =.6 = .2+.4 =.6 m(134)+m(1234)=1 
Lemma 6: Suppose X and Y are two disjoint subsets of 
U. For each xie E>x, let bely(.lxi) denote a belief function 
on E>y. Given these belief functions, we can construct the 
belief function on E>xuY as fol lows (Smets 1993): 
Let belxuY be the resulting belief function on E>xuv, 
called the ballooning extension of bely(./xi). Let a� 
E>xuY and Yi be the projection of an(xi} t (XvY) for Y. 
Then 
ffiXuY(a) = n (my(yjJXi) lxjE E>xJ (8) 
4. REASONING WITH 
CONDITIONAL BELIEFS 
In this paper, we use the network proposed by Smets 
(1993) for the propagation of beliefs. Graphically, the 
network is a directed acyclic graph (dag) as defined in Pearl 
(1988) for the Bayesian networks, shown in Figure 1. A 
graph G = (M, E), where Mare the finite sets of nodes and 
E are the sets of edges, is said to be a dag when there is no 
path n1n2 . .. nk such that (ni, ni+l)e E (l<i::;k-1) and 
nt=nk. However, the conditional beliefs are defined in a 
different way. In our network, each edge represents a 
conditional relation between the two nodes it connects. In 
order to distinguish these two kinds of networks, we call 
ours ENC, which means an �vidential network with 
£Onditional belief functions. We also assume that, for each 
con ditional belief function for Y given X, all we know 
about Y given X is initially represented by the set 
{bely(.lxj): XiE E>x}. For example, in Figure 1, edge (A, 
B) represents a conditional belief function for the node B 
given A, represented by belB(.Iai): aiE E>A 
Figure 1: an Evidential Network with Conditional Belief 
Functions 
One main object of reasoning process in evidentia l 
network is to compute the marginal distributions for some 
variables. We use BELx to denote the marginal for 
variable X, belo x the a priori belief for X. Due to the 
DRC and the GBT, given two variables X andY, and the 
conditional belief bely(.lxi) :  xjE E>x, we could compute 
and store bely(.lx): xt;;;;E>X and belx(.ly): yt;;;;E>y in the 
preprocess, which might be useful for speeding up the 
computation in the propagation. Now, we are ready to 
give the inference algorithm: Given an ENC represented 
by G=(M,E) 
� propagating beliefs in polytrees, i.e., there is only 
one (undirected) path between any of two nodes in the 
network: 
Propagation algorithm can be regarded as a message­
passing scheme: for each node X in the network, its 
marginal BELx is computed by combining all the 
messages from its neighbors Nx={Y(E M)I(X, Y)E E or 
(Y, X)EE) and its own a priori belief belox- i.e., 
BELx= belox 0 (0 (MY--tX I Ye Nx}) (9) 
where the message My --tX is a belief function on X, so it 
can be represented by bely--tx or mY--tX• and is computed 
by: for any xt;;;;E>x, 
bely--tx(x) = I,mx(xly)·belNy/X--tY{Y) where 
Y'=eY 
beiNy/X--ty=beJoy0 (0 {belz�yiZeNy & Z;eX} ) (10) 
Case 2: If there exist any undirected loops in the network, 
then some nodes needed to be merged to make the network 
acyclic, resulting in a new polytree G'=(M', E'), where 
some nodes in G' might be a subset of the nodes in G, we 
call this kind of node a merged node. For any merged node 
v in G', there might be a belief function Rv obtained by 
the ballooning extension of conditional beliefs. Figure 2 
illustrates two examples for this process: 
In Figure 2.a, the loop is absorbed by merging nodes B 
and C, the resulting graph is shown in 2.b where D={B, 
C}, and new conditional belief function belo(.lai) is 
obtained by combining belB(.lai) and belc(.lai) on the 
space E>o=E>Buc: 'v'aiE E>A, dt;;;;E>o, 
mo(dlai)= I, mB(blai)·mc(clai) (11) 
b i {B,C} r.c l {B,C}=d 
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2.a 
2.c 
2.b 
2.d 
Figure 2: Examples of Absorbing Loops in the ENCs 
Obviously, belo(dlaj) is normalized iff bels(.iai) and 
belc(.iai) are normalized since the subset bi{B,Clnc i(B,CJ 
can never be an empty set. Moreover, the conditional 
belief function between B and C becomes Ro in Figure 
2.b obtained by the ballooning extension of bels(.iq) 
applying eq. (8). Thus Ro is a belief function on E>D. 
Figure 2.c is another example of ENC with a loop. In this 
case, we merge B and D, resulting in the graph shown in 
2.d, where E= {B, D). belE(.Iai) is obtained by combining 
bels(.lai) and belD(.iai) on E>E=E>auo using eq. (11). As 
for belc(.ie): ecE>E, we compute it for three cases: 
1) for any e1 = (bj, dj)E E>E. 
mc<c:eo == I mc(s1ibi)·mc<s2:dj); c12.1) 
s1nsz=c 
2) for e<;:SE, if e can be represented by bxd, where 
bcE>s. dcElo . 
mc(de) = L mc(s1 ib)·mc(s2 id) (12.2) 
stnsz=c 
where mc(.ib) and mc(.ld) are obtained from mc(.lbi) and 
mc(.idj) respectively by applying the DRC as shown in 
equations (4); 
3) for any other e<;:E>E. we first construct a conditional 
belief function belcuo(.ibi) from mc(.ibi) such that 
mcuo(slbi) = mc(clbi) 
where s = c1'{C,Dln((enb/E).I.(D))t[C,DJ,Iet bel�uo be 
the belief function resulting from the ballooning 
extension of mc(.ldi). then 
mc(cie)==(be�uD 0 (Q (belcuo(.lbi)lbiE E>s}))l[C) (12.3) 
Alternatively, belc(.le): ecE>E can be computed by first 
combining the ballooning extensions of the two 
conditional beliefs belc(.lbi) and belc(. ldj) on the space 
E>suc and E>cuo. then using equation (7) to transfer the 
resulting belief in a conditional form belc(.le):ecE>E and 
belE(.ic):q;;;Elc. However, this takes more space for the 
computation. 
Since there is no direct relation between Band D, RE is a 
vacuous belief function. 
After transforming the network to an acyclic one, we then 
use a similar algorithm in easel for the propagation: 
Suppose each node X in G' is a subset and has a Rx. 
Thus, for any non-merged node, it is a singleton, and Rx 
is a vacuous belief function. Then the computation is as 
following: for any node A={Xt, ... , Xtl in G', 
BelA= RA 0 (@ {My�A I YE NA}) and (13.1) 
BELxi=beloxi 0 (BelA 0 
(0 {beJoxj I XjE A, Xj=t:Xi} ))
J,xi (13.2) 
the message My �A from Y to A is computed by: for 
Y={Yt, ... Ynl. 
bely�A(a) = I.mA(aly)·belNy/A�Y(Y) where 
yc;:Ely 
be1Ny/A�y=Ry0 (0 {beloyj IYjE Y})0 {Mz�y I 
ZE Ny, Z=t:A})) (13.3) 
Although the above representation and propagation 
algorithm are for the networks which only have binary 
relations between the nodes, it could be generalized to the 
case where relations are for any number of nodes. In the 
rest of this section, we will show some special cases 
where using ENC can reduce the computation. 
Definition 9: Let X, Y be two nodes in ENC, where 
Elx={x1, .. ,xp}, E>y={y1, .. ,yq}. Suppose there is an edge 
(X, Y) representing a conditional belief for Y given X: 
bely(.lxj): XiE Bx such that m(9ylxj)<1 for i::d, ... ,t(<p) 
and m(Elylxj)::::l for j::::t+l, .. ,p. We say the elements Xi's 
(i:;t) are relevant to Y and xj's (t<j:;p)irrelevant toY. 
This kind of relationship exists commonly in the 
diagnosis problems and rule-based systems. In Example 1, 
we say that a is relevant to B, but -a irrelevant to B. 
Intuitively, it means that given some knowledge on a, we 
can induce knowledge about B, but no matter what we 
know about -a, we can't induce any knowledge about B. 
Thus we say -a is irrelevant to B. 
Lemma 7: Given two variables X, Y and the 
conditional bel on Y given X, suppose <l>={Xt+l· .. , xp} 
is irrelevant to Y. Then for any subset S of E>x. if 
Sn<t>=t:0, then my(E>yiS)=l. 
Proof: The result can be derived directly by applying the 
GBT. QED 
Lemma 8: Given two variables X, Y and a conditional 
bel on Y given X, suppose <l>= { Xt+ 1, .. , xp} is irrelevant 
to Y. Assume we have some belief belo on Y, by theorem 
1-3, we can compute the belief of X. If mx(S)=t:O, then 
S;:;2<l>. 
Proof: From lemma 7 we have, \fxcE>x, if xn<I>=t:0, 
my(Elylx)::::l, i.e., ply(ylx)=1 for \fycE>v. Then, by 
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equations (5) and (6), plx(xly)=ply(ylx)=l for such x. 
Thus by equation (7), we have 
pixCx) = ) moCy)·plxCxly)= I mo(y) = 1. 
Y�Y y�By 
Therefore, VS<;;;;;8x, if mx(S);tO, S should contain any 
element of ct>, i.e. S::::::1ct>. QED 
From lemma 7 & 8, we can simplify the computation for 
some special cases of ENC, shown in Figure 3, where in 
3.a, Gi is a group (set) of variables and suppose some 
elements cl>i of A are irrelevant to each variable Xi. Figure 
3.b shows detail in each Gi. To describe the computation, 
let's begin by recalling the concept of partition: 
® ®@ ®---®----@ 
3.a 3.b 
Figure 3: an Example of Some Special Case of ENC 
Definition 10: Let 8 = (El 1, ... , Elp) be a frame of 
discernment. A set 'f' e of subsets of 8 is a partition of e 
if the elements in 'f' e are all non-empty and disjoint and 
their union is e. We also call 'f'e a coarsening of 8 and 
e a refinement of 'f'e. 
From the definition, we have VEliE e, ::JxjE f'e which is a 
mapping of ei· We denote such mapping by A(Si)=xj. 
VEJ<;;;;;8, A(S)=(A(Si)IEliE 8). Let bel1 be a belief function 
on e, then the belief bel2 on 'f' e induced by bel�o say , by 
coarsening, is obtained by: Vx<;;;;;f' e. 
m2(x) = 
A
�=�(El) (14.1) 
Let bel2 be a belief function on 'f' e. bel1 on e induced by 
bel2, say, by refinement, is obtained by: El<;;;;;8, x<;;;;;'f'e, 
m(El) = m(x) (14.2) 
where El = u(El' I A(El') = x} 
coarsening , ..$ .... 
' , "' ..... ... refinement I � ---- ' 
C¥ ® � 
®�@ 
Figure 4: Two-Level Structure for the Computation 
in the Network shown in Figure 3 
Given a network as shown in Figure 3, we can represent it 
as a two-level structure shown in Figure 4. Each Ai has a 
frame 8Aj which is a partition of 9A SUCh that \fakE 9A, 
A(ak)=Si if akE(n{<I>j I Xj<;;;;;Gi}), otherwise A(�)={�}=ak. 
In fact, Si=n{cl>j I Xj!;;;Gi}. Each IAi�Gil part can be 
regarded as a local sub-network, and the belief functions 
passed between A and Ai are performed by refinement and 
coarsening between the two frames. Let's look at the 
following example: 
Example 3; Suppose we have 4 variables in the 
network (shown in Figure S.a): A, X, Y and Z. Their 
frames are: 8A = (at, a2, a3, 34, as}, ex= 8y = 8z = 
{ +, -}. The relations among them are represented by 
conditional belief functions in Table 3. 
S.a 5.b 
Figure 5: an Example of ENC 
Table 3: Conditional belief functions for example 3 
mx(xlai) i=1, .. , 5 my(ylai) i=1, .. , S 
at a2 a3 34 as at a2 a3 <14 as 
+ 
.9 .7 0 0 0 + 0 .7 .2 .4 0 
0 .3 0 0 0 0 .3 .6 .1 0 
e . t 0 1 1 1 e 1 0 .2 .5 1 
mz(zlai) i=1, .. , s 
at a2 a3 34 as 
+ 0 0 0 .6 .9 
0 0 0 .3 0 
e 1 1 I . I .1 
Now suppose that we have some observation about X and 
Z: mox( ( + })=.8, mox(6x)=.2; moz( ( - })= 1. To compute 
the marginal for A, if we use the joint belief for the 
relation A and X, then the combination is performed on 
the product space ElAux and 8Auz; if we use the 
conditional belief represented in the above tables, the 
computation is performed on the frame eA, which is more 
efficient. Moreover, if we use the result of lemma 8, the 
computation can be simplified further. The following 
steps illustrate such computation: 
1. transform the network in S.a to the network shown in 
Figure 5 .b where each 8 Ai is a partition of 9 A: 
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9At"'{al, 32, st) (st={a3,a4,a5}) 8A2={a2, 3J, a4, s2}, 
and eA3={a4, as, s3}. belx(.laj): aie eA1 is obtained 
from belx(.laj): ajeeA. belx(.lst): StE8A1 is obtained 
by applying the DRC, Symmetrically, we can get the 
other two conditional beliefs. The resulting conditional 
beliefs are shown in Table 4: 
2. Using the DRC to compute belA1(. 1x) and beiA3(.1z) . 
3. Using Theorem 2-3 to compute belAi: i"'1,2,3. belA2 is 
vacuous by lemma 3; 
mA1((al, stJ)=.24, mA1(9A1)"'.76; and 
mA3( {SJ})=.54, mA3({a4,SJ})=.36, mA3((as,S3 })=.06, 
mA3(8A3)=.04. 
4. compute the above two beliefs On the frame e A by 
refinement and combine them, we get our desired result. 
Table 4: Conditional Beliefs Induced from Table 3 for 
the Partition of e A 
mx(xlai): 8iE SAt my(ylaj):aiE 9Az mz(zlaj):aiE 8AJ 
al a2 St 32 33 a4 S2 34 as SJ 
+ .9 .7 0 + .7 .2 .4 0 + .6 .9 0 
0 .3 0 - .3 .6 .1 0 - .3 0 0 
e .1 0 1 e 0 .2 .5 1 e .1 .1 I 
Obviously, this computation is more efficient since in 
Step 2 and 3, the computation is taken on the frame e Aj 
which is smaller than 9A. 
Moreover, if the network has the properties defined as 
below, we can also simplify the computation for each 
sub-network shown in Figure 3.b. 
Definition 11: Let X, Y and A be three nodes in an 
ENC, where ex"'(x}, ... ,xp}, Sy=(yJ, ... ,yq) and SA= 
{a1, ... ,at}. Suppose we have belx(.lai) and bely(.lai) for 
aiE eA. Let <I>x, cl>y�eA be the sets of irrelevant 
elements for X and Y respectively. <t>x;e0, <lly;e0. X and 
Y are unrelated through A, denoted by u(X,Y ,A), if <llx 
and <lly satisfy: 
(I) <l>x n cl>y -t:. 0 ; or 
(2)ct>xn<l>y=0, <l> xu <l> y=S A , belx(.l <i> x) or 
bely(.l <i>y) obtained from belx(l.ai) or bely(.lai) by the 
DRC is vacuous. 
This relation can also be extended to the two disjoint 
subsets, where <l>A: A�U is defined as: <t>A = n( <t>x I 
Xe A ) . 
Lemma 9: Let X, Y and A be defined as in definition 
11. Suppose we have belx(.laj) and bely(.laj) for aiESA, 
but no a priori belief on A. Now suppose we have 
observations about X, then BEL y is vacuous if X and Y 
are umelated. 
Proof: This can be proved by applying the results of 
lemma 7 and 8. QED 
Now let's consider the computation for the network 
shown in Figure 6.a. Let X, Y, A, <l>x and <l>y be defined 
as in definition 11. Assume X and Y are binary variables. 
Suppose we have conditional beliefs for X and for Y given 
each element of 8A, u(X,Y,A) andci>x n ci>y=0, the 
conditional belief for Y given X bely(.lxi): i=1,2 is such 
that bely(.IE> A) obtained from bely(.lxi) is vacuous. If all 
the a prori beliefs for the variables are vacuous, the 
propagation result would be vacuous. Now suppose we 
have observations about X: X=Xj, then the network in 6.a 
is equivalent to the one shown in 6.b (Proofs can be found 
in (Xu and Smets 1994)). 
m(xi)=l 
6.a 
4 m(xi)=l, 
I 
6.b 
Figure 6: an ENC where X and YAre Unrelated through A 
The computation of Figure 6.b is obvious by applying 
the DRC and the GBT. Let mAixi denote the resulting 
belief for A. Furthermore, if the observation about X is 
any kind of belief function, we can compute BELA for A 
as follows: VaceA, 
m(a) = L mox( xi)mAixi and XjEex 
m(eA) = l- L, m ( a). 
acSA 
If there exists some a priori belief for A: beloA. then the 
marginal for A is computed by the combination of the 
above resulting belief function and beloA· 
This method avoids the computation on the frame of 
8 AuXuY for the case where the conditional belief is 
represented in joint form and avoids merging nodes to 
compute bel(alx,y) and bel(,;,y) as described in the 
beginning of the section, thus it simplifies the 
computation for such kind of network. This method can 
also be extended for the case shown in Figure 7.a, under 
the condition that u(G.loG+tu{Xj},A), u(G+l>G-tu{Xj}, 
A) and the intersection of the relevant elements of each 
pair of G_1, G+1 and Xj is empty. The network in 7.a is 
equivalent to the one in 7.b (Proofs can be found in (Xu 
and Smets 1994)). If Xj's inside G have similar 
relationship, we can iteratively use the scheme described 
above to compute the marginal for A. 
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I 
bel. f.lxi) 
j-
I 
I 
m(xi)=l 
7.a 
I 
I 
m(xi)=l 
7 .b 
Figure 7: A Gene ral Case of ENC Whose Computation 
Could be Simplified 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented an evidential network (ENC) which 
uses conditional belief functions for the knowledge 
representation and reasoning. In the paper, we have 
��mpare? some relations between the representation by 
JOmt belief and by conditional belief and we have found 
that the conditional form is more natural and it takes less 
space. We a lso provide an algori thm for reasoning in 
ENCs. The presented algori thm of reasoning is only for 
t he network where all the relations are binary, the 
extension of the algorithm to a general case will be 
studied in the future work. Although we have compared 
the computational complexity of ENC and the network 
using joint beliefs in a general case, we have shown that 
in som e special cases, the computation of ENC can be 
�ii_Dplifi�d and is more efficient than the network using 
JOmt beliefs. The advantage of simplified computation in 
such networks can be shown in the example abstracted 
from (Xu et al. 1993). 
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